
Anomalous Securities Clause 
on some $10 1902PB St. Louis Nationals 

Discovery 

Dave Grant, a collector of metro St Louis nationals and ephemera, blew me out of the water with 

the scans of the three Series of 1902 blue seal plain backs illustrated on Figure 1. Observe that all are from 

The National Bank of Commerce in St. Louis and all were printed from the same 10-10-10-10 plate lettered 

QQ-RR-SS-TT. The joker here is that the middle one in the sequence has an obsolete “or other” security 

clause. 

This is the first example ever to turn up in either the Series of 1882 or 1902 where the securities 

clause was changed on a plate from the same bank bearing the same title with the same plate letters. 

This is the most exciting—and unanticipated—technical variety I have seen in decades in the 

national bank note series. And it shouldn’t have happened. 

Suspecting he had overlooked something obvious, Dave asked if I could explain it or document 

how it happened. He had an idea that turned out to be correct, but he wanted to see what I came up with 

before he would divulge it to me. The purpose of this article it to explain the situation. Frankly, I haven’t 

had this much fun running something down in the National Archives in many years. I learned a lot in the 

process, so will pass those insights along as well. 

Background 

The Aldrich-Vreeland Emergency Currency Act that was passed in 1908 and expired in 1915 

allowed national banks to issue currency secured by paper other than U. S. Treasury bonds. This gave rise 

to the Series of 1882 and 1902 date back issues. The securities cause used on all of them stated that the 

notes were “secured by United States bonds or other securities” instead of the former “Secured by United 

States bonds deposited with the Treasurer.” Every existing face plate was altered to carry the “or other 

securities” clause and, of course, it was placed on new plates as well. If the change was made on an existing 

plate, the plate letters were changed as well. 

When the act expired and the Series of 1882 value backs and 1902 blue seal plain backs ensued, 

the decision was made by Secretary of the Treasury William McAdoo to allow the “or other securities” face 

plates to continue in production until they wore out (Huntoon, 2015). Only new or duplicate plates made 

thereafter carried the “deposited with the Treasurer” clause. The result was that Series of 1882 value back 

and Series of 1902 blue seal plain back notes sport both clauses, so collectors rarely pay attention to them. 

However, there were two immutable technical protocols that were followed. (1) No existing “or 

other securities” plates were to be altered to carry “deposited with the Treasurer.” (2) Once the plate with 

“or other securities” wore out, successive plates of the same combination were to carry “deposited with the 

Treasurer.” 

The scans that Dave sent were from a duplicate plate made for the bank in October 1915 after the 

Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired so it should have carried the “deposited with the Treasurer” clause, and 

initially it did. 

Dave’s Conundrum 

With his strong interest in varieties available from the biggest banks in the country, it’s natural that 

Dave’s favorite is his hometown’s National Bank of Commerce in St. Louis. The NBC was among the 

largest issuers in the country and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing ate up plates supplying it with notes 

in both the 1882 and 1902 series. 

The bank was issuing from 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-10 plates during the Series of 1902 era, and we 
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will focus on the 10-10-10-10s. The charter of the bank was extended on December 11, 1909, so its first 

Series of 1902 notes consisted of date backs. These were, of course, followed by plain backs. 

Believe it or not, between 1909 and 1928, the BEP had to make twenty-five 10-10-10-10 plates to 

keep the bank supplied with its $10 1902 notes. This is a treasure trove for a guy like Dave because aside 

from all the overprint varieties that can occur, there also is a rich lode of plate letter varieties to add to the 

mix. 

The 1902 10-10-10-10 plates for the bank cycled all the way through the alphabet four times and 

were beginning on the fifth pass when the series ran out. The plate letters from the first pass stand alone as 

Figure 1. These notes are in serial number order and all are from the QQ-RR-SS-TT plate, yet the middle one 

carries an obsolete “or other” securities clause. 
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A, B, C, D, etc., the second pass used double letters, AA, BB, CC, DD, the third, fourth and fifth passes used 

subscripted letters beginning at A3, A4 and A5. 

The last “or other securities” plate was II-JJ-KK-LL certified August 26, 1914. Plate MM-NN-OO-PP 

came along on August 5, 1915 with “deposited with the Treasurer” followed by QQ-RR-SS-TT on October 

22, 1915. 

One of his favorite varieties from NBC are the plain backs paired with obsolete “or other securities” 

faces. While common for even mid-sized banks, this variety seems to be less frequently encountered for 

the large issuers because those plates wore out quickly and were replaced by new ones with the current 

securities clause. Consequently, he was delighted to land note 581652-TT. As he was logging in his new 

prize, he saw that he had a note from MM-NN-OO-PP bearing serial 526365-PP but it had the “deposited with 

the Treasurer” clause. Odd. 

Then lightning struck. He purchased 571941-TT, which carried “deposited with the Treasurer.” This 

was not supposed to happen. He hurriedly examined the images on the National Currency Foundation 

census and Heritage auction archives and came up the hits for plate QQ-RR-SS-TT listed on Table 1. 

Table 1. Recorded notes from the 10-10-10-10 Series of 1902 QQ-RR-SS-TT 

plate for The National Bank of Commerce in St. Louis, Missouri, charter 
4178, for which images are available. 

Serial Serial Position Securities Clause 
N235013 556120 SS deposited with the Treasurer 
N235624 556731 TT deposited with the Treasurer 
N236072 557179 RR deposited with the Treasurer 
N477045 568295 RR deposited with the Treasurer 
N483966 571941 TT deposited with the Treasurer 
N499054 576309 TT deposited with the Treasurer 
N510705 581410 QQ or other securities 
N510947 581652 TT or other securities 
N519595 586400 SS deposited with the Treasurer 
N598837 595872 RR deposited with the Treasurer 

No ambiguity—the clause was cycling with the wrong one in the middle. This is when he contacted 

me and delightedly dropped this bomb in my lap. 

The first thing I did was pull up the proofs for the bank and I found two for the QQ-RR-SS-TT plate, 

both with the correct “deposited with the Treasurer” clause. There was no ambiguity that both proofs came 

from the same plate based on the plate margin markings. Clearly, we weren’t dealing with two plates, where 

one was a mis-lettered duplicate. 

There was only one QQ-RR-SS-TT plate and it was first certified October 22, 1915. That proof bore 

two sets of initials in the lower margin; respectively, siderographer FWMcN (Frank W. McNally) and plate 

finisher JMB (James Mark Butler). 

The second proof represented a re-certification of the plate that was dated August 1, 1916. Oddly, 

it had no notation explaining what had been done to it. Generally, when we find a second proof from a 1902 

plate, “heads re-entered” is scrawled in one of the margins indicating that the heads were refurbished after 

they began to show wear. 

In this case, the second proof carried two additional sets of initials in the lower margin; respectively, 

HLC (Harvey L. Cote) and JAM (John A. Mooney). See Figure 2. Both were siderographers, but it only 

takes one siderographer to re-enter a plate, so clearly an intermediate proof was missing. 

There was only one avenue open to me. I had to dig out the plate ledger in the National Archives 

in order to see what had occurred. That proved to be definitive. 

The plate ledger revealed that the plate had been re-entered July 8, 1916 to refurbish wear on the 

portraits after 21,000 sheets had been printed from it. The re-entry probably was carried out by 
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siderographer Harvey L. Cote based on the placement of his initials in line with those of JMB and FWMcN 

in the lower margin of the second proof. He mistakenly grabbed an obsolete full-face generic roll to re-

enter McKinley’s portraits. This caused him also to lay-in the “or other securities” clause. The mistake 

wasn’t noticed, so the plate was used from July 22 to 31, 1916 to print at least 5,000 sheets with the mistake. 

Somehow the problem was discovered and the plate sent for repairs. That work probably was 

carried out by siderographer John A. Mooney. Significantly, as shown on Figure 3, the repair was flagged 

in the plate ledger by a rubber stamped “Altered” in front of the re-certification date of August 1, 1916. Of 

course, the alteration referred to correcting the securities clause. 

The essential production data surrounding plate QQ-RR-SS-TT are listed on Table 2. The notes with 

the wrong securities clause were delivered to the Comptroller of the Currency during July 1916 and shipped 

to the bank in September. Three notes with the error have been reported; specifically, N510705-581410-

QQ, N510910-581615-QQ and N510947-581652-TT, all from a delivery of 1,000 sheets from the Bureau of 

Engraving and Printing to the Comptroller on July 26, 1916. The sheets containing the reported errors were 

shipped to the bank on September 11. 

Insights 

The plates used to print large size nationals were steel. The intaglio images on them were laid-in 

from transfer rolls lifted from hardened dies. The rolls were made of soft steel that were rolled back and 

forth over the dies until the intaglio image on the die was picked up as a negative that stood in relief on the 

surface of the roll. Once the roll was hardened, it could be used to lay-in the image on innumerable printing 

plates. When a plate exhibited wear, it was a routine matter to refurbish it by using the roll to re-enter the 

design. The first place where wear became evident on the typical plate was the delicate portraits, so re-entry 

of portraits was routine. 

The plate ledgers for the 1902 plates are rife with records of such re-entries, some plates being re-

entered two or three times. National bank notes plates were not hardened because they generally were not 

heavily used. This allowed them to be re-entered and altered with minimal hassle. 

Figure 2. There are two proofs for the QQ-RR-SS-TT plate, the original dated Oct 22, 1915, and a second dated 

Aug 1, 1916, both of which have the correct security clause. The odd thing about the August proof is that it has 

two additional sets of siderographer initials, HLC and JAM; respectively, Harvey L Cote and John A. Mooney, 

but no notation indicating what had been done to the plate. It is obvious that an intermediate proof with the 

wrong security clause is missing. Photos from National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution. 

Figure 3. Entry from the plate ledger for the Series of 1902 10-10-10-10 QQ-RR-SS-TT plate for The National 

Bank of Commerce of St. Louis. Oct 15, 1915 was when the plate was begun, 10-22-15 when it was certified, 7-

8-16 when re-entered, and 8-1-16 when altered. 
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One fact became clear as was I working with the plate ledger containing the data for the 1902 

plates for The National Bank of Commerce. Only a small percentage of the re-entries listed in the ledger 

are represented by certified proofs in the BEP proof holding in the National Numismatic Collection. This 

explains why a proof for the July 8, 1916 re-entry with the securities clause error was missing. Proofs for 

re-entries were not routinely saved. 

I always have assumed that they simply used a vignette roll to re-enter the portraits. This is 

demonstrably the case for the majority of vignette re-entries because upon close examination minor 

differences can be observed between the placement of the new and old vignettes on the before and after re-

entry proofs. Minor slop in positioning the portraits was hardly noticeable so wasn’t a concern. 

However, the re-entered heads on $10 Series of 1902 proofs do not exhibit discernable placement 

slop. It is clear that the siderographers were using full-face generic rolls for the $10s—rolls that contained 

everything except the bank-specific information. This made sense because by doing so they eliminated 

centering problems peculiar to McKinley’s portrait. This practice was news to me thanks to this project. 

McKinley’s portrait is delimited by an enclosing fine black circle surrounded by a white band of 

uniform width. It would be all but impossible to re-enter that vignette perfectly in order to preserve both 

the line and band so they used a full-face generic roll instead. I never even thought of this previously, but 

it is a practical solution. It also created the opportunity for the siderographer to lay-in the wrong securities 

clause on the St. Louis plate thanks to use of the wrong generic roll. 

A highly technical point must be made. The image on a roll stands in relief and those raised 

elements press or re-press the image into the surface of the plate. If there is a part of the roll that contains 

no image, that part of the roll will pass over the plate without leaving a mark. All the bank-specific items 

are missing from a generic full-face roll so when one is used to refurbish a portrait, it has no impact on the 

bank-specific items that are on the plate such as the charter numbers, bank title and Treasury signatures. 

A legitimate question is how could the siderographer accidentally use an obsolete roll? Wouldn’t 

they have gotten rid of them when the 1902 plain backs came along in July 1915? 

The answer is no. There were many perfectly serviceable “or other securities” plates that were in 

concurrent use all the way to the end of the series in 1929 because the decision had been made to continue 

using them until they wore out. Consequently, when the portraits on one of them started showing wear, the 

siderographers had to use a roll with the obsolete clause to re-enter them. Those old rolls were lurking 

around waiting for the opportunity for someone to mistakenly use one like happened here! 

The point is that in the affairs of men, if it can happen, it will. This represents a remarkable 

occurrence and to my knowledge it is unprecedented. The only way it could have been discovered was for 

some collector like Dave to obtain several notes from the same plate and notice the oddity among them. 

Carefully think this situation through because it cuts two ways. In this case a siderographer rolled 

in an obsolete “or other securities” clause onto a plate with “deposited with the Treasurer.” One could just 

as well have accidentally used a modern roll and rolled in “deposited with the Treasurer” onto one of the 

still serviceable “or other securities” plates. The definitive evidence for either is finding two notes from the 

same plate with different clauses. 

The question is, was this St. Louis case a one-time occurrence or are more awaiting discovery? 

Table 2. Production data for the 10-10-10-10 Series of 1902 blue seal plain back sheets for 
The National Bank of Commerce in St. Louis, Missouri, charter 4178, during the period when 
the QQ-RR-SS-TT plate was in use. 

Receipt by 
Comptroller Sheets Treasury Sheet Serials Bank Sheet Serials Reported Notes 
Oct 13, 1915 1000 N215584-N216583 546666-547665 
Oct 14, 1915 1000 n/a 547666-548665 
Oct 15, 1915 2000 N218284-N220283 548666-550665 549381 high MM-NN-OO-PP 
Oct 16, 1915 1000 n/a 550666-551665 
Oct 18, 1915 1000 n/a 551666-552665 
Oct 19 1915 2000 n/a 552666-554665 
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Oct 20, 1915 1000 n/a 554666-555665 
Oct 22, 1915 QQ-RR-SS-TT certified 
Oct 29, 1916 MM-NN-OO-PP canceled 
Nov 4, 1915 1000 N234559-N235558 555666-556665 556120 low QQ-RR-SS-TT 
Nov 5, 1915 1000 N235559-N236558 556666-557665 
Nov 6, 1915 1000 N236559-N237558 557666-558665 
Nov 8, 1915 1000 N237559-N238558 558666-559665 
Nov 10, 1915 1000 N238559-N239558 559666-560665 
Nov 11, 1915 1000 n/a 560666-561665 
Jun 15, 1916 1000 N454291-N455290 561666-562665 
Jun 16, 1916 1000 N456691-N457590 562666-563665 
Jun 19, 1916 1000 N452591-N463590 563666-564665 
Jun 20, 1916 1000 N464591-N465590 564666-565665 
Jun 21, 1916 1000 N467991-N468990 565666-566665 
Jun 22, 1916 1000 N471241-N472240 566666-567665 
Jun 23, 1916 1000 N476416-N477415 567666-568665 
Jun 24, 1916 1000 N478316-N479315 568666-569665 
Jun 26, 1916 1000 N480441-N481440 569666-570665 
Jun 28, 1916 2000 N482691-N484690 570666-572665 
Jun 30, 1916 1000 N487941-N488940 572666-573665 
Jul 3, 1916 1000 N492076-N493075 573666-574665 
Jul 5, 1916 1000 N495411-N496410 574666-575665 
Jul 6, 1916 3000 N498411-N501410 575666-578665 576309 normal 
July 8, 1916 QQ-RR-SS-TT re-entered with wrong securities clause 
Jul 22, 1916 1000 N502811-N503810 578666-579665 
Jul 25, 1916 1000 N507611-N508610 579666-580665 
Jul 26, 1916 1000 N509961-N510960 580666-581665 581410, 581615, 581652 errors 
Jul 28, 1916 1000 N512611-N513610 581666-582665 
Jul 31, 1916 1000 N514111-N515110 582666-583665 
Aug 1, 1916 QQ-RR-SS-TT altered where securities clause corrected 
Aug 1, 1916 1000 N516761-N516760 583666-584665 
Aug 2, 1916 1000 N517861-N518860 584666-585665 
Aug 11, 1916 1000 N518861-N519860 585666-586665 586400 normal 
Oct 4, 1916 1000 N569361-N570360 586666-587665 
Oct 5, 1916 1000 N572031-N573030 587666-588665 
Oct 9, 1916 1000 N574581-N575580 588666-589665 
Oct 10, 1916 1000 N579031-N580030 589666-590665 
Oct 11, 1916 2000 N582531-N584530 590666-592665 
Oct 12, 1916 2000 N586031-N588030 592666-594665 
Oct 16, 1916 1000 N595131-N596130 594666-595665 
Oct 17 1916 1000 N598631-N599630 595666-596665 
Oct 18, 1916 1000 N603231-N604230 596666-597665 
Oct 20, 1916 UU-VV-WW-XX certified 
Oct 28, 1916 QQ-RR-SS-TT canceled 
Nov 3, 1916 1000 N619681-N620680 597666-598665 
Nov 4, 1916 1000 N622681-N623680 598666-599665 
Nov 6, 1916 2000 N623681-N625680 599666-601665 599895 high QQ-RR-SS-TT, 

600369 low UU-VV-WW-XX 
Nov 8, 1916 1000 N626781-N627780 601666-602665 
Nov 9, 1916 1000 N628781-N629780 602666-603665 
Nov 10, 1916 1000 N631281-N632280 603666-604665 
Nov 11, 1916 1000 N633281-N634280 604666-605665 
Nov 13, 1916 1000 N634281-N635280 605666-606665 
Nov 14, 1916 1000 N636881-N637880 606666-607665 
Nov 15, 1916 1000 N641381-N642380 607666-608665 
Nov 16, 1916 1000 N642381-N643380 608666-609665 
Nov 17, 1916 2000 N645881-N647880 609666-611665 
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